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Cervical x ray report

X-ray technicians, also known as radiologists and radiologists, prepare patients for X-rays and shoot and develop X-ray films. As an X-ray technician, you need physical stamina not only because you have to turn and lift patients with disabilities, but also because you have to spend a lot of time on your feet. Before becoming an X-ray technician, you may decide to specialize in certain types of diagnostic
imaging, such as advertising: having more steps you know, the better your employment opportunity will be [Source: BLS]. Here's how to become an X-ray technician: Get a 2-year associate's degree for radiologists or complete a 4-year bachelor's level program. If you want to advance in the field and get a managerial or supervisory position, you need a bachelor's level program. Healthcare professionals
who wish to expand their medical knowledge or change their career paths only need to complete a one-year accelerated certification program. They are certified Certification requirements vary by state. Some states require you to complete the certification program and can be certified by the American Register of Radiologists (AART). This can only be done after you have a degree or a certificate [Source:
DegreeFinders]. To remain certified, you must attend continuing education classes every two years. After you're certified, you can start looking for a job. As an X-ray technician, you may work at: Hospital Physicians' Office Dental Practice Diagnostic Lab Diagnostic Imaging Center As the population continues to age, the job prospects of X-ray technicians are expected to grow faster than those in the
average field [Source: BLS]. X-rays provide details of the bone structure of the spine and are used to eliminate resulting back pain: instability (such as spondylosis) tumor fractures. They image bones by photographing X-ray beams through the body. Calcium in the bone blocks the penetration of the X-ray beam, and images of the bones are picked up as shadows on the film placed on the other side of the
patient. X-rays are excellent in bone detail, since the bones are mainly composed of calcium. However, X-rays do not capture images of such structures because the discs and nerve roots do not contain calcium. Therefore, X-rays cannot be used to diagnose lumbar disc herniated discs or other causes of nerve pinching. X-rays should not be done in women who may be pregnant. Advertising pregnancy is a
time to take good care of yourself and your fetus. There are many things that are especially important during pregnancy, such as eating correctly, cutting out cigarettes and alcohol, and being careful with prescriptions and over-the-counter medications. Diagnostic X-rays of the abdomen and other medical radiotherapy also require special attention during pregnancy. This brochure will help you understand
the problemExposure during pregnancy. Diagnostic X-rays can give doctors important and life-saving information about a person's medical condition. But like many things, diagnostic X-rays have risks and benefits. It should only be used if they give you the doctor information you need to treat. X-rays of the abdomen will not be necessary during pregnancy. But sometimes, due to certain medical conditions,
your doctor may feel that you need a diagnostic X-ray of your abdomen or lower torso. If this happens - don't get upset. The risk to you and your fetus is very small, and the benefits of knowing your medical condition are much greater. In fact, the risk of not having the required X-rays can be much greater than the risk from radiation. But even small risks should not be taken if they are not necessary. You can
reduce these risks by telling your doctor that if you are, or if you think you may be pregnant, you may be pregnant every time an X-ray of your abdomen is prescribed. If you are pregnant, the doctor may decide that it is best to stop the X-ray, postpone it or change it to reduce the radiation dose. Or, depending on your medical needs, you may notice that the risk is very small and your doctor may feel that it is
best to go ahead with the X-rays as planned. In any case, you should be free to discuss the decision with your doctor. What X-rays can affect the fetus? Therefore, this type of procedure, when carried out properly, does not involve a risk to the fetus. However, X-rays of the mother's lower torso (abdomen, stomach, pelvis, hips, kidneys) can expose the fetus directly to an X-ray beam. They are more
concerned. The effects of X-rays? There is scientific disagreement as to whether a small amount of radiation used in diagnostic radiology actually harms the fetus, but the fetus has been found to be very sensitive to effects such as radiation, certain drugs, excess alcohol, and infections. This is partly true because cells are rapidly splitting and growing into specialized cells and tissues. When radiation and
other drugs cause changes in these cells, the chances of certain diseases, such as birth defects and leukemia, may increase slightly later in life. However, it should be pointed out that the majority of birth defects and childhood diseases occur even if the mother is not exposed to known harmful substances during pregnancy. Scientists believe that genetics and random errors in developmental processes play
a large part in these problems. If you take an X-ray before you know you're pregnant? Keep in mind that the chances of harming you and your fetus from X-rays are very small. However, there is a rare situation where a woman is a woman.You are likely to receive so many abdominal X-rays of her pregnancy in a short period of time. Or she might get radiotherapy for her lower torso. Under these
circumstances, women need to discuss possible risks with their doctor. How you can minimize the risk is the most important,Tell your doctor if you are pregnant or think you might be. This is important for drug prescriptions and nuclear medicine procedures, as well as many medical decisions such as X-rays. And note that this also applies to the very early weeks of pregnancy. From time to time, women
sometimes mistake the symptoms of pregnancy for symptoms of the disease. If you have any of the symptoms of pregnancy - nausea, vomiting, breast tenderness, fatigue - consider whether you are pregnant and tell your doctor or X-ray technician (the person conducting the examination) before having an X-ray of the lower torso. Pregnancy tests may be required. If you are pregnant or think you may be,
do not hold the child being X-rayed. If you are not pregnant and are asked to hold the child during X-rays, ask for a lead apron to protect your reproductive organs. This prevents damage that may be passed down to your genes and can have harmful effects on future offspring. Every time an X-ray is requested, tell your doctor about a similar X-ray you recently had. You may not need to do another action. It is
recommended that you keep a record of the X-rays you and your family have taken so that we can provide you with this type of information accurately. Feel free to talk to your doctor about the need for an X-ray. You need to understand why X-rays are required in certain cases. Distributed by the Food and Drug Administration, the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, the U.S. College of
Radiological Services Food and Drug Administration Rockville, MD 20857HHS Publication No. 94-8087, will work upwards from the base of the mouse. So download the project file for this tutorial (registration required), open Mouse_1.jpg, select Image &gt; Rotate Canvas &gt; Flip Left and Right - Remember, you are watching from above. Click the Cmd/Ctrl+ path to clip the path (in the path palette), press
Cmd/Ctrl+J to float the new layer, and label it mouse back. Generate a selection from Clipping 2, press Delete and fill the base layer with white. This will be the working file for the first part of the tutorial. At the heart of the X-ray machine is an electrode pair (cathode and anode) that sits inside a glass vacuum tube. Cathode is the kind of heating filament that can be found in old fluorescent lamps. The
machine flows through the filament and heats it. The thermal sputter pops electrons out of the filament surface. A positively charged anode is a flat disc made of tungsten that pulls electrons across the tube. Voltage difference betweenAnd the anode is so high that electrons fly through the tube with great force. When a speeding electron collides with a tungsten atom, it knocks the electron in one of the
atoms' lower orbits. Electrons in higher orbits quickly fall to lower energy levels, releasing extra energy in the form of photons. Photons have high energy levels because it is a big drop - it is an X-ray photon. Free electrons collide with tungsten atoms, knocking electrons out of lower orbits. Higher orbital electrons fill the position of the sky and emit excess energy as photons. Free electrons can also produce
photons without hitting atoms. The nucleus of an atom may attract electrons fast enough to change its course. Like a comet that berses around the sun, electrons slow down and change direction as they speed across atoms. This braking action causes electrons to emit extra energy in the form of X-ray photons. Free electrons are attracted to tungsten nuclei. As electrons speed past, the nucleus changes its
course. Electrons lose energy and emit as X-ray photons. Collisions associated with X-ray generation generate a lot of heat. The motor rotates the anode so that it does not melt (the electron beam does not always focus on the same area). The cold oil bath surrounding the envelope also absorbs heat. The entire mechanism is surrounded by a thick lead shield. This prevents X-rays from escaping in all
directions. A small window in the shield allows some of the X-ray photons to escape with a narrow beam. The beam passes through a series of filters on the way to the patient. The camera on the other side of the patient records the pattern of X-ray light through the patient's body. X-ray cameras use the same film technology as regular cameras, but X-ray light produces chemical reactions instead of visible
light. (For more information about this process, see How photo film works.) In general, doctors keep film images negative. This means that areas exposed to more light appear darker and exposed areas appear lighter. Hard materials, such as bones, appear white, while soft materials appear black or gray. Doctors can bring different materials into focus by varying the intensity of the X-ray beam. Advertising
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